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Introduction 
Welcome to the third of RealTime's annual surveys of developments in Australian new media 

art. Working the Screen provides a rare overview of exhibited works, works- in-progress, 

trends and issues. 

Working the Screen 2001 celebrates the Australian new media artists and works selected for the 

Brooklyn Academy of Music's (BAM) Next Wave Festival. Now in its nineteenth year, Next Wave 

has long had a reputation for innovative programming. This year the festival includes Next Wave 

Down Under, a month-long celebration of contemporary Australian arts. The BAM website will 

feature the work of nine Australian net. artists, provide links to the sites of fourteen new media 

artists, two net.sound sites, an online documentary on Chunky Move dance company and audio

on-demand broadcasts of works from ABC radio's The Listening Room. This online exhibition has 

been titled Under_score: Net Art, Sound, and Essays from Australia (www.bam.org/underscore). 

Under_score has been curated by Wayne Ashley (Organising Curator, Manager of New Media, 

BAM) who has also commissioned online essays by Allen Feldman, an American cultural and 

medical anthropologist, and Australian new media theorist Darren Tofts and new media 

producer/curator Alessio Cavallaro. 

For Working the Screen, RealTime and its film and new media supplement, OnScreen, have 

commissioned two essays and selected another that focus on significant trends in new media 

art, here and in the USA. New media commentators Mitchell Whitelaw and Alex Galloway 

(Director of Content & Technology for the USA-based site Rhizome.org) focus on net.art, while 

new media curator and writer Kathy Cleland provides an overview of the kinds of work being 

created in Australia and the infrastructure fostering them. 

We've also commissioned a set of critical appreciations of the nine net artists in the 

Under_score online exhibition. For the other featured artists we've given accounts of the 

selected works and, where possible, forthcoming works. 

Next Wave Down Under has programmed, among others, Company B Belvoir's production of Tim 

Wintons' Cloudstreet, Bangarra Dance Theatre, Chunky Move dance company, the David 

Chesworth Ensemble and Killing the Koala: Australian Films of the 90s, a festival featuring more 

than 20 films. The inclusion of new media art in a major performing arts festival is a significant 

event and will doubtless expose the work of many Australian artists to a wider audience. 

We congratulate BAM and Wayne Ashley, BAM's first Manager of New Media, for their timely 

celebration of Australian art. The Australia Council has part funded Next Wave Down Under in 

partnership with the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade through the Australia International 

Cultural Council and the Australian Film Commission. We thank the Australia Council for its 

generous support for this edition of Working the Screen which will be available to Next Wave 

audiences in print and online and to readers across Australia. 

Virginia Baxter, Keith Gallasch 

Managing Editors, RealTime 

Kirsten Krauth 

Editor, OnScreen 
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Wayne Ashley 

Organizing Curator, Manager of New Media, Brooklyn Academy of Music 

In July 1999 Wayne Ashley was named the first Manager of New Media at the Brooklyn 

Academy of Music (BAM), hired to establish BAM's New Media Department; design, direct, and 

implement Arts in Multimedia (AIM), a research, art and technology project with Bell Labs; and 

begin exploring works that confront assumed ideas about performance in the context of rapidly 

changing information and interactive technologies. Ashley has produced web documentaries on 

choreographers David Rousseve and Ralph Lemon, and managed three collaborative projects 

involving Bell Labs researchers and artists exploring robotic cameras and live performance. He is 

currently directing a two-year online multidisciplinary project with Ralph Lemon. Since 1995, he 

has taught digital-imaging software to designers and photographers at lvey Seright, the largest 

photo-imaging establishment in the Pacific Northwest; and in 1997 became the Program 

Director of Open Studio at the Seattle Art Museum. He has a Ph .D. from New York University's 

Department of Performance Studies, and has taught at the New School's Vera List Center, New 

York University, Cal Arts East, and seattJe's-Antioch Universi!)'. 

In developing Under_score Wayne Ashley has workea together with andreceived ~ 
recommendations from Australian curators, educators, media theorists, and producers: Alessio 

Cavallaro, curator, Cinemedia; Leah Grycewicz, curator, dLux media arts; Kathy Cleland, curator 

and President dLux media arts; Honor Harger, curator, r a d i o q u a I i a; McKenzie Wark, 

lecturer and author; Amanda McDonald-Crowley, Associate Director 2002, Adelaide Festival of 

Arts; Lisa Colley, Manager, New Media Arts Board, Australia Council; Robyn Ravlich, Executive 

Producer, The Listening Room, Australian Broadcasting Corporation. 

Online essays 

BAM has commissioned two online essays in conjunction with the exhibit. Allen Feldman, an 

American cultural and medical anthropologist writes from the perspective of the political 

anthropology of the body, violence, and the history of self-acting instruments. Australian new 

media theorist Darren Tofts and new media producer/curator Alessio Cavallaro discuss the 

curated Under _score works in relationship to the Australian national art scene and how they 

intersect with, draw from, contribute to, or are overwhelmed by the global emergence of net.art 

and aesthetics, information technologies and computerization. www.bam.orgfunderscore 
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Francesca Da Rimini 
Gash Girl 
http://sysx.org/gashgirV 

The 'body in cyberspace' is such a freakin' annoying creature. Sure, it's infused with enough 
cultural theory to burst a blood vessel and juiced up on more than enough digital tech to blow, 
well, itself up. But why is it only ever one gender? How does it never age? Why is it always a 
pristine modernist dream about the triumph of pure information over messy materiality? The 
work of Francesca Da Rimini is a sustained and fiery response to these questions: "fingering my 
suppurating holes, extending my oozing boundary." This site collects a number of Da Rimini's 
confronting net projects, collaborative visual explorations, erotic hypertextual correspondences 
and web activisms from over the last ten years. los dias y las noches del muertos (the days and 
nights of the dead), for example, is a stark conflation of hyped globalisation rhetoric and the 
pained and warring bodies of WTO demonstrators. The flight from history-intimately 
connected with modernity's dream of escaping the demands of the fleshly body-is a persistent 
concern of Da Rimini's art. In particular, the "dossier about violations of civil and human rights" 
at Genoa 2001 is an eloquent reminder that global economic discourse is manifestly an 
embodied and historical encounter. Da Rimini's work is disquieting and resolutely not quiet or 
quiescent: "wars are made by men who tuck their daughters" proclaims the blood red text of 
Smear of Roses. In this collaboration with Ricardo "Dominguez and Michael Grimm, 'doll yoko' 
operates as a kind of cipher where images of socio-political control mesh with lyrical 
speculations about gender resistance. 

Da Rimini's avatars are well known facets of her net.art: "I am my own freak show. My devoted 
puppets do my bidding." Yet neither are these doppelgangers passive or acquiescent tools of their 
master. Tracking though this site you can watch the "cyberbitch" GashGirl fighting with newer 
incarnations such as doll yoko for ideological and electronic space. As Da Rimimi puts it: "I like 
doll a lot, she's cool, and to me makes gash look very late 80s. Playing with the construct of 
cyberbitch from hell was fun , but there's a limit to how many times one can snarl 'suck my code' 
without yawning." Starring in a number of the narratives, doll yoko is sometimes an epistolary 
partner in an exchange of techno-porn emails while at other moments she becomes a series of 
beautiful 'doll like' images of Japanese gender struggle: "doll yoko was born in a deep muddy 
pond in the mountains of Kyoto where women used to drown their infant daughters-so she is 
coded with a particular sadness and multiplicity of identities/voices which were silenced too 
young ... She's a ghostgirl with a deep doll hunger for the impossible." Corporeal demands of 
hunger and desire run like fault lines though these works. From LambdaMOO transcripts and VNS 
Matrix manifestos to dangerously eroticised photographs complete with haunting soundtracks, 
Francesca Da Rimini presents a technologised, cyberfeminised and poetic body of work. 
Esther Milne 

GashGirll dol/yoko I UQuiD_Nation I has worked with new media 
since 1984 as arts manager, film/video maker, curator, corporate 
geisha girl, cyberfeminist, puppet mistress and ghost. During the 
1990s she investigated the anarchic potential of negotiated 
email relationships, virtual communities and new narrative 
architectures, reverse engineering her experiences into multiple 
immaterialities, poems and personas. 

dol/space I smear of roses has been presented five in lecture 
and festival events in the UK, Russia, Rome, Zurich, New York, 
Boston and Australia. dol/space {1998) was featured at 
FOLDBACK in the 1998 Adelaide Festival of Arts, exhibited at 
trAce International Online Writing Community (UK), Aleph (Spain) 
and The Critical Eye (USA). dol/space and soundtrack for an 
empty dol/space (composed by Michael Grimm) were awarded 
equal first prize at Arts-Edge (Art Gallery of WA, April 1998), a 
special prize at the COMTECart 98 Media Art Competition in 
Dresden. dol/space was acquired by the University of 
Westminster. los dias y las naches del muertos (1999) has been 
featured in festivals and exhibitions in Europe, USA and Australia 
and has been nominated for a B(i~tek WINK Award, Melbourne, 
Australia, 2001. dollyoko@thing.net 



VNS Matrix 
http:/ /sysx.org/vns/ 

From 1991-1997, the artists Josephine Starrs (http://sysx.org/starrs), 
Julianne Pierce (http://sysx.org/jules), Francesca Da Rimini 
(http://sysx.org/gashgirl) and Virginia Barratt comprised VNS Matrix. 
They created installations, events and public art works in Australia 
and internationally. 

With backgrounds in photography, film, video, music, performance, 
writing, feminism and cultural theory, VNS Matrix coined the term 
'cyberfeminism' along with Sadie Plant in the early 1990s. The 
impetus of VNS Matrix was to investigate and decipher the narratives 
of domination and control which surround high technological culture, 
and explore the construction of social space, identity and sexuality in 
cyberspace. The project which they pursued was one of debunking 
the masculinist my1hs which might alienate women from 
technological devices and their cultural products. They believed that 
women who hijack the tools of domination and control introduce a 
rupture into a highly systematised culture by infecting the machines 
with radical thought, diverting them from their inherent purpose of 
linear topdown mastery. 

An original html archive of VNS Matrix projects can be found at 
http:! /sysx. orglvns 

Anna Munster 
wundernet 
http :1 /wundernet. cola. unsw. edu. au/ 

wundernet is an online artwork that plays with the visual metaphor 
of a baroque curiosity cabinet (from the experimental interactive 
CD-ROM work-in-progress, wunderkammer). The possibility 
arises for an expansive and affective relationship between the arts 
and sciences through the passion of wonder. 

Anna Munster is a media artist who works across time-based 
intermedia, digital art and writing. She a/so lectures in the School 
of Art History and Theory at the College of Fine Arts, University of 
New South Wales. wundernet appeared in dLux media arts' 
d<art01, Sydney, 2001 and will be in Feast Festival, Adelaide 
(forthcoming 2001). A.Munster@unsw.edu.au 

Michele Barker 
Prmternatural 
www.liquiddna.com 

The CD-ROM Prceternatural ranges through the 17th century to 
the present, exploring the role of the monster and the relationship 
of genetics to corporeality. It is not designed to be a textbook
accurate historical and contemporary account of the monstrous, 
but a critical genealogy based on my1h, perception and the 
concerns of a given society at a given time. It is designed to 
critique contemporary attitudes to physical acceptability. 

Michele Barker has been working in the area of digital media for 
over a decade, exhibiting extensively in Australia and overseas, 
and recently completing the interactive CD-ROM, Prceternatural. 
She is presently completing a PhD that addresses notions of 
corporeality and otherness within the paradigms of medicine and 
science. Michele is the Digital Media Lecturer for the Photomedia 
Department at the College of Fine Arts, University of New South 
Wales. Prceternatural has been shown in Milia 2000, Cannes, 
hybrid<.fife>forms, Amsterdam, d>art01, Sydney, and will show at 
Feast Festival, Adelaide, ::contagion::, New Zealand Film Archive, 
Wellington, and Experimenta 2001 Media Lounge, Melbourne. 
M. Barker@unsw. edu.au 

Lloyd Sharp 
www.chickenfish.cc 

Lloyd Sharp writes: "My art activities entail a fascination with 
the interrelationship between biology, identity and imaging 
technologies. Conscious of contemporary theoretical debates 
about fiuid identities, cyborg bodies and transgendered beings, 
the imagery, soundscapes, scale, perspective and structural 
metaphors I explore concepts of self and community. My interest 
is not in reconstituting psychological discourses of self, but in 
creating new ways of visualising the body. Whilst I draw upon 
contemporary medical imaging techniques and an interest in 
prosthetics, I seek to redefine the body as a sensual space, where 
the scientific gaze is exposed as an imaginary one. Moving from 
an earlier interest in live performance, I see my (primarily) 
interactive art works as fiuid, performative representations of my 
body. 3D technologies (including form synthesis and VRML) allow 
me to explore a wide range of scales, however the images, 
sounds, memories, and emotions that inform my work still involve 
a rendering of my body as art. The above image is from a SONY 
Playstation-based project I'm working on called nano entities." 
lsharp@ozemail .com.au 


